The Body Speaks its Mind

Jane Ridder-Patrick PhD
The horoscope is music of the soul projected into the body. It is a graphic representation of the forces that vitalise and maintain your body. Medical astrology is the key to the physical and physiological idiosyncrasies of the body.
Essentials for Illness

1. Potential shown in chart

2. Conditions to incubate that potential

3. Triggers
Donna
Where is the potential for acne?

Mayo Clinic Definition

Acne is a **plugged** follicle that is suffering from **infection and inflammation**. It is usually a result of **dead skin** and **excess oil** clogging the pores, which creates the ideal environment for the bacterium that causes acne.
Acne

Acne is a plugged [= Blocked = Saturn] follicle that is suffering from infection and inflammation [Both Mars words]

It is usually a result of dead skin [Both Saturn words]

and excess oil [Libra Asc] clogging the pores, which creates the ideal environment for the bacterium that causes acne
When did it Start?

Transits for marriage break-up

Plu   Cnj   Mar

Nep   Opp   Jup

Ura   Sqr   Mar
Ura   Cnj   Dsc
Ura   Sqr   MC/IC
Ura   Cnj   Sat

Sat   Cnj   Sun
New Relationship

Neptune sextile Mars

Jupiter conj Pluto, Venus, Uranus & Ascendant

Lunar Eclipse cnj Ascendant

Lunar Eclipse opp Venus
Transits 2016
New relationship

Jupiter conj Pluto, Venus, Uranus & Ascendant
Dec 2015 to end September 2016

Lunar Eclipse
23 Mar 2016 3Lib17 cnj Ascendant

Lunar Eclipse
16 Sep 2016 24Pis20 opp Venus
Transits for Calling off Wedding

Sat  Sqr  Plu
Sat  Sqr  Ven
Nep  Tri  Sun
I’ve Got You Under My Skin
Moira - Lipoma
Transits 1997-1998

Pluto
Pluto  Cnj  Moon
Pluto  Opp  Mars

Neptune  Sqr  Venus

Uranus  Sqr  Venus

Saturn  Cnj  Venus
Saturn  Sqr  Jupiter
Saturn  Sqr  Asc
Webinars & Courses etc

Many thanks for attending my lecture.

If you would like to be kept informed about any of my publications or webinars or courses I’m giving please do get in touch with me at astrology@janeridderpatrick.com or via my website www.janeridderpatrick.com